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Before choosing the location of your Altwork Station, 
consider the applications and review the specifications for space requirements. 

altwork.com/specs

Altwork Assembly 
Instructions

Prior to starting assembly, 
view this video. 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=I9CCZE_spjY It will 
show you what the assembled 
station looks like and how to 
adjust  some of the 
components as you assemble.

The video can also be found 
on at Altwork.com homepage 
under the name “Full Range of 
Motion”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9CCZE_spjY


Assembly 
Preparation

• All boxes should be in the same location

• Assembly should occur ONLY when two adults 
are available, as several steps require two 
adults who are capable of lifting, kneeling and 
bending. 

• A carpeted area is preferred for assembly, to 
protect the product from scratching and 
damage. If carpet is not available, assembly 
can be completed using large blankets or 
similar protective solutions. 



Unboxing instructions:

Most of the boxes will be easy to unpack. However, some may be confusing. See below for 
tips on the more unique boxes. 

The largest box, which is marked Movement Core, and has handles on the sides, has a 
specific sequence for opening see the following page for unboxing the Movement Core. 

Another box to pay close attention to is the box labeled Base, which is the long and thin 
box. This box includes smaller boxes containing parts, tools and hardware. These boxes are 
labeled, so make sure they are removed and opened before assembly. 

With all parts removed from the boxes in the assembly area, take a quick inventory of the 
parts to ensure you have everything needed for a complete assembly. Let’s review a list of 
the included parts;

NOTE: If damage is visible, photograph the damaged boxes prior to opening. If the delivery 
person is still on site, document the damage with the shipper. Open the damaged boxes and 
photograph any damaged Altwork components inside. Open the remainder of the boxes and 
inspect all of the parts for damage prior to starting assembly. Keep shipping containers in a fully 
reusable condition until the Station has been assembled and fully tested.

Email pictures of all damaged boxes and/or components to Altwork (support@altwork.com) 
and await further instruction if any Altwork components are damaged. If there is no apparent 
damage assembly can proceed

mailto:support@altwork.com


Unboxing instructions:
Movement Core Box Version 2 

• Then, find the long sides of the box, where you will find 
white plastic clips near the bottom of the side. Place two 
fingers in the opening of these clips and squeeze, which 
should allow the clip to loosen so that you can remove it 
from the box. After all clips have been removed, you can lift 
the top portion of the box off of the bottom portion. You 
will now have access to the movement core. 

• Start by cutting the large zip tie. You will then lift the center 
cardboard inserts out of the box, and then the side 
cardboard insert. Finally, remove the large cardboard and 
foam block. 

• Once the inserts listed above are removed, with two 
people, grab the silver metal bar, and slowly lift the 
movement core up and out of the box onto the carpet or 
other protective area you have prepared. Lay in the side as 
shown in the next page.

• Another box to pay close attention to is the box labeled 
base, which is the long and thin box. This box includes 
smaller boxes that include parts, tools and hardware. These 
boxes are labeled, so make sure they are removed and 
opened before assembly. 

• With all parts removed from the boxes in the assembly 
area, take a quick inventory of the parts to ensure you have 
everything needed for a complete assembly. See included 
parts on following slides.



Box Contents  5 boxes containing  5 Large Parts (Due to updates, you may see slight 
differences between your hardware and the photos in this document ) 

Movement Core (Lay on this side)Base

Seat Assembly BackrestDesk

Contents:



Small Parts = 5
1. Base Cover (e-tray)
2. Desk Mount
3. Post Cover
4. Palm Rest
5. Monitor Arm

1

2 3

4

5

Contents:



1 Tool Kit                           5 Individual Bolt Bags

Level

T-Handel

Screwdriver

Snips

7/32" Hex

3/8” Hex

Plyers

8mm Hex

12mm Hex

¼” Hex

3/16” Hex

Contents:



Part 1 : Movement Core and Base assembly

Lay Movement Core on this side



Part 1 : Movement 
Core and Base 
Assembly

The Movement Core should be laying 
on its side.  One person lifts the core by 
the internal metal tube at the bottom 
(see image) while the other person 
assists by lifting, the plastic.   With the 
bottom of the core lifted, place the 
provided foam/cardboard  block from 
the Base box (shown below) 
underneath the plastic of the Core.  
Check that the edge of the block is one 
inch behind the bottom edge of the 
plastic.  This will ensure the box will 
not interfere with the base when we 
attach it in the next step. 



Part 1 : Movement 
Core and Base 
Assembly

• Find the hardware bag labeled “Base" and 
remove 8 nuts.  Find the T-Handle in the tool kit. 
These will be used to attach the base to the 
movement core

• Tilt the base towards the Movement Core, so that 
the holes in the Base align with the studs at the 
bottom of the Movement Core. This is done by 
having one person standing above the Movement 
Core and lifting the base, while the other aligns 
the holes to the studs. This step is very similar to 
aligning the holes in a wheel with the studs on 
the hub when changing a tire. 

• Once the Base is slid over all the studs, add the 8 
nuts. Use the T-Handle wrench to tighten the 
nuts down firmly.  Go around the circle twice to 
be sure you do not miss any.



Part 1 : Movement Core and Base assembly

Next, have each person stand on opposites ends of the Movement Core, facing each other. 
Each person will place their top hand on the silver bar attached to the movement core and 
their bottom hand on a top leg of the base. Tip the movement core towards the base so it is 
now upright on all four caster wheels. 



Part 2 : Seat Assembly

• Cut the two white cables loose from the  round 
cylinder, then lay them in  the tray of the Base. Be 
sure you do not cut the wires, only the zip ties.

• With the base attached to the Movement Core, and 
the Station sitting upright on all four wheels, you are 
ready to install the Seat Assembly. With the Seat 
Assembly as shown in the upper photo, notice the 
side of the seat assembly with the black circular tube 
on the right. If you look inside you will see slots as 
pictured here.

• On the Movement Core, notice the metal post, 
having  teeth as pictured here. 

• The tube on the seat will be inserted around this 
post on the Movement Core and these teeth will be 
fit in the slots. 

• While the seat assembly is on the floor, you should 
install the palm rest. Find the two bolt holes on the 
bottom of the seat assembly and attach the palm 
rest with the bolts in the bag marked Seat. 



Part 2 : Seat Assembly

• To begin, lock the base casters by pressing the 
castor buttons so the red marks are visible.  Use 
two people to lift the seat assembly as pictured. 
As you slide the tube  over the post, hold the seat 
at an upright angle, so the forward portion is 
higher than the back of the seat. 

• The person in the front supports the weight of the 
front of the seat. The person in the front will then 
gently lower the front of the seat so the angle 
changes and  slots in the tube will engage with 
the teeth of the post. Generally the front person 
will not try to press the seat onto the post, as his 
press point will angle the seat and make 
alignment more difficult.

• The person behind the seat will support most of 
the seat weight and should firmly press the seat 
on to the cylinder as the seat angle changes.  

• When the seat is correctly engaged on the post, 
the seat will be angle upward about 20 degrees.  
See next page.



Part 2 : Seat Assembly

• If the seat is inserted onto the post correctly, 
you will see a bolt hole aligned with the slot as 
pictured below.

• Find the bolt in the bag marked Seat and 
insert the bolt with the plastic washers. 

• Start by tightening the bolt by hand, then 
finish by lightly tightening it with the 3/16” 
Hex wrench until the plastic washers are 
partially compressed. The bolt does not hold 
the seat weight, it just keeps the tube from 
sliding off the cylinder.

• If you do not see the bolt hole and slot 
aligned, and the bolt cannot be easily 
inserted, slide the seat off the post and repeat 
the previous step. 



Part 3 : Remove Bracing

• For the next part of the assembly, you will 
need to remove the shipping bracing from the 
Movement Core. As you remove the brace, be 
aware that the front arm of the Movement 
Core will naturally rise, as it is not yet 
weighted with other parts.   

• Note that shipping containers may change a 
bit and the wood and brace may not look 
quite like the items pictured but the processes 
are the same.  

• Start by removing the nuts from the bolts that 
are securing the wooden boxes but leave the 
bolts in place. Use the 6mm Hex, 8mm Hex 
and Plyers to remove the nuts.

• Have one person push down on the arm at the 
front of the Movement Core until the force on 
the bolts is relieved.  Then you can slide the 
bolts out and remove the wood and brace.  

• The brace and bolts should be saved for as 
long as you keep the shipping boxes. 



Part 4 : Backrest

First take the metal cover and place it onto 
the post of the Movement Core. There is a 
rounded slot at the bottom of the cover, 
which should face towards the inside of 
the Movement Core. Push the cover down 
firmly to make sure it is secure. You will 
know this cover has been added correctly 
when the top of the cover falls about 2 
inches below the end of the post. 



We have changed the Backrest bolts on recent production from a “Dog Point” bolt to a conventional 
bolt.  You could get either of these back rests with your station.  The bolts are not interchangeable. 
Earlier version Bolt Kits come with the original Dog point bolt in the bag marked Backrest.  Backrests 
that need the conventional bolt will come with a conventional bolt attached to the back rest and 
instructions to disregard the Dog Point bolt in the bolt kit.   You can verify what style of Backrest you 
have by looking through the underside of the backrest. If you see a strip of black tape on the metal 
block as pictured below, use the conventional bolt.  Otherwise use the dog point bolt in the bolt kit.    

No tape strip = Dog point With tape strip = Regular bolt

Part 4 : Backrest



• You are now ready to have both people lift the 
Backrest. One person will stand behind the 
Backrest and support the weight.  The other 
will guide the channel of the Backrest onto 
the post of the Movement Core.  Once you 
have the Backrest in a position to engage the 
post with the channel, start with the Backrest 
leaning back, or away from the post, then 
slowly lean the Backrest forward to align the 
channel on the post. To fully seat the channel 
on the post, the person supporting the weight 
may need to lift their end of the Backrest to 
align the channel with the post. 

• You will know that the post is completely 
engaged when you can see ( through the hole 
in the plastic) that the channel hole and post 
hole are  aligned.  

• If the seat back plastic has lowered during a 
previous step, you will need to press the 
bottom of the plastic forward and slide the 
plastic to the highest position to get the hole 
in the plastic aligned with the bolt hole.  

Part 4 : Backrest



• Insert the bolt into the Backrest post and gently begin 
to start the bolt into the thread. For the bolt to fully 
align, the person supporting the weight of the 
Backrest will need to slowly lift the Backrest up and 
down, while the person with the wrench ensures that 
the bolt is turning freely. The back person can support 
a great majority of the Backrest weight with his left 
hand on the headrest stem and use his
right hand to change the backrest angle.                 
(Note that the “Dog point” bolt goes into a standard 
thread and should rotate freely.  The “standard” bolt 
goes into a Nylock nut so when the nylon is 
encountered added torque will be required to bottom 
the bolt.)

• When the bolt is fully seated and moderately tight it 
will be below the plastic hole and flush with the post. 
Final torque is applied using the 3/8”Torque Limiting 
Hex Key provided.  Place your hand on the plastic part 
of the handle when tightening for proper function.    
Tighten until the aluminum handle begins to bend or 
breaks completely off.   This ensures that the bolt is 
properly tightened. 

Part 4 : Backrest



• Once the backrest bolt is inserted completely 
and tightened, it should be flush with the 
movement core post, as you can see in this 
image. 

• If the top of the bolt does not come with .05 
inch of flush with the top surface of the post, 
or if the backrest still can be rattled as if the 
bolt is loose,  contact Altwork for additional 
instructions.  

• Last install the 1-inch diameter black plastic 
cap in the plastic from the hardware kit bag 
labeled Backrest. 

Part 4 : Backrest



• Next connect the headrest cable. Press forward on the bottom of 
the backrest plastic and move the entire backrest  plastic to the 
highest position.  

• One person should apply gentle force to the headrest, pushing it 
forward to it furthest position against a spring force and hold it 
there.   The second person will  look up inside the bottom left 
corner of the backrest to find and pull the top headrest cable down. 

• You will then see the two halves of the cable coupling.  Screw the 2 
halves of the coupling together and hand tighten.  

• This is a step should not require any tools. (However, we have had a 
few instances where the upper half of the cable coupling was stuck on the 
backrest frame and needed to be gently broken loose with a pliers)

Part 4 : Backrest



Part 5 : Desk Mount

• For the next part you will install the Desk 
Mount, which is in a box with the base. 
Start by unscrewing the silver knob. 

• Then, insert the shaft into the Desk Arm, 
no tool is required for this step. 

• You will notice a spring washer stack 
inside of the knob. Ensure this stack 
remains around the bolt hole. 

• Screw the knob back onto the shaft. 

• You will notice that the Mount becomes 
harder to turn as you tighten the knob.  
Leave the knob lightly tightened at this 
stage with the flat side down.



Part 6 : Desk assembly

• Now you will install the Desk.   This is a two-person process. 

• First, rotate the flat side of the Desk Mount down. Find the 2 
bolts in the bag marked Desk. Move the cable from the desk arm 
out of the way, so it will not interfere with the desk installation. 

• When you look at the bottom of the desk, you will see 3 sets of 
mounting holes.  Most users mount the desk using the center 2 
holes.  If the user is larger, use the holes closest to the desk edge 
and if very small furthest from the edge.

• Have one person hold the desk upside down while the other 
inserts the bolts about halfway.  Tighten the bolt furthest from 
the center of the desk first and then the bolt closest to the 
center.  If the desk is not level at this point don’t worry.  It will be 
final leveled at a later stage

• Pass the wire through the loop in the ring on the hub and onto 
the connector near the mounting bolts.

• Turn the desk right side up.  Be sure to rotate in a direction you 
do not overstretch the wire.  



Part 7 : Cable installation

• Next you will install the 
cables in the e-tray. You will 
have 3 sets of cables.  

• Tie the 2 sheathed cables to 
the edge of the E-tray with 
the edge zip ties closest to 
the movement core. The 
sheaths should stop at the 
edge of the E-tray.  

• Tie the 2 bare cables to the 
edge of the E-tray with the 
edge zip tie closest to them.

• If your station came with an 
AC monitor cord pre-
installed, route it to the 
power strip. 



• Plug the four numbered cables into the 
larger of the white boxes (controller) in the 
sockets with the corresponding numbers.  

• Plug the other 2 cables (desk and switch) 
into any of the holes in the smaller white 
box (junction box). Note that the center hole 
in this box is not actually a socket.

• Find the AC power cord.  Route the cord 
through the 2-inch hole in the base plate 
and plug into the power strip.  Plug into the 
wall.  

• Turn the power strip on and verify a green 
light is activated on the controller and on 
the desk keypad.  

• If the green lights are not on, check that all 
cables are fully seated, and the power strip 
is on.  The power strip has both a circuit 
breaker and a GFCI breaker that must both 
be on.  

Part 7 : Cable installation



Part 8 : System Reset

• Once the wires are in place, you will need to 
complete a reset procedure. This is best done 
while standing to the side of the Station and using 
the index finger in each hand to hold the buttons. 
You will need to follow the station with your arms 
while it adjusts through the cycle, as you cannot 
release the buttons until the process is complete. 

• Find the keypad on the desk. Hold the minus (-) 
button on the top left button (back rest recline) 
AND the plus (+) button on the top right (stand up 
icon). After holding these buttons simultaneously 
for 3 seconds, the "reset required" orange light 
will blink, and the Station will travel through a full 
cycle (recline to upright and the leg rest will 
extend and fold).  This will take up to 30 seconds 
and the 2 buttons need to be held down the 
entire time.  The station will stop when reset is 
completed, and the green power light will blink 
several times. Release the 2 buttons when the 
blinking occurs.  



Part 9 - Finalize Cables

• The station is now operational, and the cables 
can be final routed.  

• Click the 2 cable retainers into place.

• The excess cable length should be twisted or 
folded on itself and tied to the base plate of 
the E-tray with the supplied zip ties.

• It is best to tie the cables down out of the 
way to the left of the smaller white box.  



Part 10 : Monitor Arm

• To install the Monitor Arm, first remove the bolt 
from the top of the movement core arm. This 
bolt will be discarded. While removing this bolt, 
notice the 2 discs with rectangular keys. These 
disks and keys will engage the monitor arm.

• Next, find the Monitor Arm with the bolt 
through the yoke section. Remove the magnetic 
disk on the right side of the arm by touching the 
¼” Hex key to the disk. This disk is saved. 
Remove the bolt.  This bolt will be reused.  Next 
slide the grooves of the yoke over the keys on 
the 2 discs of the movement core arm. The 
Monitor Arm will slide down straight from the 
top. (Sometimes the Monitor Arm fits tight on 
the arm and will need to be wiggled side to side 
as it is firmly pushed down).

• Once the yoke is in place, insert the bolt and 
moderately tighten with the ¼” Hex key 
provided. The rounded metal clevis will act as 
the nut for this bolt. The top of this clevis is the 
side with the bolt head counter-bore. This clevis 
should be tilted at a 45-degree angle towards 
the seat when tightened.  



• Install your monitor system.  If  you do not have a monitor on the Altwork the entire monitor 
support arm and desk may float upward, and the station will not appear to function correctly.  

• Be sure that any AC wires you add to the Altwork for the monitor system or otherwise are 
plugged into the GFCI power strip inside the E-tray.  AC power cords added to the Station should 
never be plugged directly to a  wall socket.  This is an important safety requirement.   

• Your Altwork comes equipped to support a 5-25 lb monitor or a 20-40 lb monitor system.  The 
rating will be written on the VESA mount or on the vertical arm that supports the monitor and desk 
arm.  These limits need to be followed or your warrantee will be void.

• Note that the monitor system weight includes all additions to the Altwork.  So if you add a monitor, 
laptop mount and laptop computer, the entire weight of those additions must not exceed the limit.  
Similarly if you add 2 monitors the weight of the dual mount bracketry must be included in the 
total.

Part 10 : Monitor Arm



• There is a wire channel on the  Movement Core horizontal 
and vertical arms.  Each can be opened by removing 2 
screws.  

• If your Station came with a preinstalled AC power cord on 
the movement core, attach the socket block to the back side 
of the monitor arm as show here with 2 zip ties.  You can 
plug your monitor power cord(s) onto this.

• Route both AC and digital monitor wires (such as HTMI) 
through the wire channels.  Allow adequate cable length to 
prevent wire stretching during monitor adjustment.  See an 
example in the lower right image on this page.

Part 11 : Install Monitor



• Signal and power cables can  be routed though the wire channels and braided sleeving.   The 
sleeving is slit length wise and wires can be passed into the center through the slit.    The wire 
length must be long enough at the elbow to allow clearance when the elbow is at the shortest  
angle.  The shortest angle occurs when the seat back is reclined about 45 degrees, just before the 
oval shaped horizontal arm on the left of the station begins to rise as the seat reclines.    If you do 
not allow enough cable length in this area, the cables could be torn as the station reclines.

• Attach your monitor(s) to the VESA mount and fully tighten the 4 screw.  The screws are in the 
bolt kit in the bag marked Monitor.  

Part 11 : Install Monitor



Part 12 : Desk Leveling

The last step is final leveling of the desk. Desk leveling is accomplished by adjusting 
the mounting bolts and set screw on the underside of the desk in a particular 
order.  All is done with the smallest  Allan wrench in your tool kit.  

Most Stations come with the desk pre-leveled and the desk will be good for most 
users the first time it is bolted on.   If your desk is level enough for your initial use 
of the station, skip this page and the next.  You can always come back and level the 
desk at any time after you have used your station for a few hours.  

If the level is further off then you like, follow the procedures below. 

Warning - You will be turning the desk over several times. 
Unplug the cable from under the desk to avoid cable 
damage. 

Prior to leveling the disk, perform the steps below:

1- Install the monitor.  The weight of the monitor will affect the angle of the desk.
2- If you have not already done so, go thru the station “Reset” procedure.
3- Go to the “Home” position.
4- Rotate the desk CW (looking from above) to the position a person sitting in the 
station would want the desk.    
5- Check the levelness of the desk using the level in the toolkit.  Remove the plastic 
cover from the level prior to use.  Determine if the right side of the desk needs to 
be raised or lowered.  Follow the appropriate process on the next page.  



In the case of the desk needs to be raised on the right side when the desk is upright
This corresponds to the right side of the desk dropping when the desk is upside down.  Do the following.

1- Rotate the desk upside down
2- Loosen the screw furthest from the desk center about one turn
3- Loosen the screw nearest the desk center about 1 turn (possibly less if you start very close to level)
4- Tighten the set screw until it touches the desk, but not tight enough to change the desk angle
5- Tighten the screw furthest from the center of the desk then tighten the screw nearest the center of the desk.   Repeat.   The screws only need to 
be moderately tight.
6- Flip the desk and check the level
7- If the right side of the desk is still too low, repeat the process until the desk is level

In the case of the desk needs to be dropped on the right side when the desk is upright
This corresponds to the right side of the desk rising when the desk is upside down.  Do the following.

1- Rotate the desk upside down
2- Loosen the screw nearest the desk center about 1 turn
3- Loosen the set screw about one turn (possibly less if you start very close to level)
4- Tighten the screw furthest from the center of the desk then tighten the screw nearest the center of the desk.  Repeat.  The screws only need to 
be moderately tight 
5- Flip the desk and check the level
6- If the right side of the desk is still too high, repeat the process until the desk is level

Final Check – Levelness in standing position
At his point, the desk should be acceptably level for use by a person sitting in the station.  

1- Swing the desk all the way away out 90 degrees to the location it would be used in standing. 
2- Move from the “home” position to a “standing” position by pressing the stand button on the keypad.  
3- Check the desk level in the 90-degree standing position.  

Normally the desk is slightly high on the right in standing positon if it was level in sitting position.  When the weight of the hands and arms are  
added to the desk it should be acceptably close to level.  The difference between the desk level in sitting and standing positions is set at the factory 
and cannot be adjusted by the user.  The desk should be within about .5 inches of level in standing over its width assuming it was completely level 
when rotated back to the sitting position.  

Part 12 : Desk Leveling



Part 13- Conclusion : Quick Start Guide

Congratulations on assembling your Altwork Station! You can learn how 
to use the Station by reading the QuickStart Guide included  with your 
station. You can also download the Guide using the following link -
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cowr6s78yifv3xc/Altwork%20Quick%20Sta
rt%20Guide.pdf?dl=0

A full video review of the many adjustment available on the Altwork can 
be seen at in the 3.5-minute video below.  You should definitely watch it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9CCZE_spjY

An Altwork mouse pad and magnets are in a white envelope. The 
magnets are added to your keyboard and mouse to keep them from 
sliding while you are reclining.   

Please contact us for any additional support – Support@altwork.com. 

Thank you for being a customer and we look forward to your feedback! 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cowr6s78yifv3xc/Altwork%20Quick%20Start%20Guide.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9CCZE_spjY
mailto:Support@altwork.com


Part 14- Magnet Kit

Standard Mouse

• A typical installation on a standard (non-apple) mouse looks as 
shown in the photos below.  With most mice, a single ¾” 
diameter magnet can be placed in the center-front of the 
mouse.  This will allow you to “park” the mouse in the darken 
area on the left side of the mouse pad.   When you pull the 
mouse into the center lighter colored portion of the mouse 
pad, it will slide easily.   The darkened area on the bottom of 
the pad is intended to catch the mouse if you fail to park it and 
begin to recline your Station. 

• Altwork suggests using a compact mouse weighing less that 
about 4 ounces.  The advantage to a lightweight mouse is that 
minimum force is needed to pull the mouse out of the parked 
area to begin mousing.  If the single magnet does not hold the 
mouse at your preferred desk reclining angle, you and add 
more magnets.

• If your mouse if very light, it is also possible to use 2 magnets 
placed on the left side of the mouse as viewed from the top. 

• A (very) few mice will not operate correctly when spaced away 
from the mouse pad by the magnets on the underside.  If this 
occurs for you, we suggest you buy any compact Microsoft or 
Logitech mouse as your standard.



Part 14- Magnet Kit

Apple Mouse

Altwork has designed a special bracket to hold the magnets to a standard Apple mouse.  See the images 
below.  To attach the magnets, peel the backing off the adhesive strip on the bracket, set the bracket on 
the magnetic desk, and slide the mouse in from the side toward the bracket.  Press them together.  This 
will assure the bottom of the magnets are level with the bottom of the mouse.



Part 14- Magnet Kit

Keyboard

• The larger magnets in the kit can be used to stick the keyboard to the desk.  Attach the magnets to the 
bottom of the keyboard as illustrated in the photo below.  Ideally the keyboard will have some reasonably 
flat areas to stick the magnets.   Notice in the photo how one of the magnets is positioned to miss a 
switch.  Do not use a lot more magnets than necessary to keep the keyboard from sliding when reclined.  
That will allow you to most easily adjust the keyboard position on the desk. 

• The magnets should be positioned so they come directly in contact with the desk.  If the magnet has a gap 
to the desk, the magnet force will eventually pull the magnet off the keyboard.   If your keyboard has feet 
that are taller than the magnets, you may need to buy some double-sided foam tape and place it under 
the magnets to get the magnets into contact with the desk.  



Part 14- Magnet Kit

Keyboard

• Any keyboard can be used on the Station.  However, a 
keyboard that does not have a 10 keypad to the right of 
the alpha-numeric keys is shorter and leaves more 
room for the mousepad.

• If you use a large keyboard, the mouse pad can be hung 
over the edge of the desk. The downside is the hand 
must move a lot further from the home keys to the 
mouse

• The mouse pad can be use by a left hander as show 
below.  The magnets on the mouse itself should be 
positioned to the right rather than the left.

• If you need additional magnets, a few different sizes are 
normally available at a hardware store.    Look for 
something saying “Neodymium” or “ND” on the label. 
They are the strongest.  You can also order additional 
magnet kits from Altwork. 


